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Applications

The PCCH is a micro pile , drilled , the length of which varies generally between 1,5 to 8 m  with an enlarged base .
Its body diameter varies from 20 to 35 cm for the body and its base from 60 to 100 cm . 
Its reinforcement consists in HR or stainless steel pipes. Its head and base are particular 
elements to be described in the chapter : constitutive elements.
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This type of pile is used in numerous applications  including without being limited to:

- underpinning of foundations 
- anchorage of sustaining wall

The PCCH allows to found constructions on 
resistant soil layers but can also be used 
as a friction pile thanks to the compaction 
that takes place during pressure injection 
of the grout and creation of a bulb at its base.

The PCCH can be used in all kind of soils : 
polluted or water saturated .

The PCCH has a good resistance to traction 
and bending because of its reinforcement 
and its high bondage with the injected grout . 
Its resistance to pulling is large thanks 
to the bulb at its base. 
The head plate can be adapted to any 
interface with the above construction.
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APPLICATIONS

Principe de pieux court avec une mise en œuvre simple.
Contrairement aux autres pieux, il n’est pas nécessaire de
trouver le bon sol.

Le système se base sur deux techniques:

1° la technique des pieux de nos ancêtres;
2° un développement américain (compaction grouting).

Toutefois, il se compose de:
- une tête équipée d’injecteurs
- un corps fonctionnant au frottement
- une racine constituant, aprè

une augmentation considéra
plus d’un compactage des substrats sous-jacents.

Le système est d’autant plus intéressant dans les terrains
hlle de renforcement
rapporte une homogénéisation des caractéristiques
mécaniques de la masse traitée.

Les applications standards sont :
• Renforcement sous des fondations de surface, dalles,

radiers, en diminuant les tassements.
• Suppression des tassements di�érentiels dans les cas

suivants :
• La reprise en sous-œuvre.
• Les risques de glissements.
• Les conditions où les critères essentiels sont de rester

non destructifs.
• ble hauteur 

(à partir de 1,30 m.)
• La  reprise ponctuelle d’angle ou d’une façade.

D’autres applications peuvent être adaptées.
Ex : - Dans le cas de présence importante d’eau.

- Quand les fondations sont très faibles en résistance.

Installation

Piles

THE GROUND

In any case  , the design is based on a geotechnical survey of the soil.

It should determine :
- the type of underneath soil , its nature , the thicknesses and depths 
      of the various layers as well as environmental factors that influence it 
      (existence of expanding clay)
- the presence of water even temporary and of any kind of pollution,
- the contingency of creeping soil.

Penetration tests are required to determine the specifications of the underground in different locations on site. 
At the engineer’s request and according to the size of the construction site , loading as well pulling tests shall be 
performed on the PCCH to check the quality of their performances.

THE CONSTRUCTION

Visible damages on the existing construction shall be surveyed in order to determine their origin 
(presence of cracks , differences in elevations , foundations shape , water seepage…) . 
Once the loads carried to the ground , the reasons to the construction disorders and 
the geotechnical properties of the soil are determined , it is possible to decide on the number , 
location and length of the PCCH to be built.
MTech Patrimonium offers a large range of products allowing the distribution of the loads from the existing 
construction to the new foundation (steel anchors).

The PCCH can be used in any kind of soil , can be drilled with an angle varying from 0° to 90° 
with a light and non-cumbersome equipment  in secluded sites.

DRILLING AND PUTTING IN PLACE

The PCCH drilling only requires standard equipment . 

According to the type of application:
- drilling through the existing construction walls 
  (masonry or concrete)  or foundations (footing or raft) 
  will require a diamond core drill ; this piece of equipment 
  will be needed in case the PCCH has to go through rocks 
  embedded in the ground;`
- a simple auger will then be used to drill through clay or silt 

To prevent the drilled hole from collapse a sleeve will be 
placed together with the drilling and taken out during injection .

Once the drilling is completed the elements of the pile 
will be placed down and connected one to the other 
with screws or couplers.

INJECTION

The grout is mixed in the proportion 
of 5 liter of clear water to 25 kg of 
micro-crushed mortar powder (CA M-Tech). 
The mixture shall be homogenous and 
creamy enough to be poured in a pressure pot .

The injection shall start with the base , 
injected independently at a pressure 
of 10 bars to create the bulb. 
The rest of the PCCH shall be injected 
at a pressure of 4 bars.

Since the grout is water repellent , 
the air and the water in the hole 
shall escape from the drill by natural 
ways or through the air vent .

                                                                                                                      Installation process of the PCCH

Fig-A                                           Fig-B
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Constituent elements

THE REINFORCEMENT

A stainless steel pipe is generally used , the diameter of which is 88,9 mm or 101,6 mm , 
composed of a number of connected elements the length of which depends on the handling equipment available on site :

- the head is closed by a plate provided with three openings : two for body and base plastic injection pipes , 
  one for the air vent ; this plate can be used as part of a reinforcement system for the existing structure above;
- the base constituted of a perforated pipe allowing the grout to create the bulb fed 
  by a separated injection pipe , closed at its top ,
- the body constituted of one or a few elements ,each one with two holes 
  at their bottom to let the grout fill in the sleeve .

The elements are connected with screws while putting the pile elements in the borehole. 
The filled pipe has a high bending resistance.
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     Advantages

Les tubes sont fixés l’un à l’autre par un système de boulons lors du placement  du pieu dans le trou de forage.    
Le confinement du coulis dans le tube confère au pieu une résistance finale à la flexion très élevée. 

LA GAINE

La gaine est un manchon en textile de diamètre variant de 200 mm à 300 mm , enveloppant l’armature et fixé au extrémités 
de chaque pièce composant le tube. L’extrèmité inférieur du pieu est équipée d’une gaine , plus large , de diamètre
500 mm qui permet la construction d’un bulbe de 600 mm à 1000 mm de diamètre 

Les propriétés du fil utilisé et la densité du tissage assurent le confinement du coulis injecté sous pression à l’intérieur 
du manchon et de l’armature . L’ extensibilité de la gaine assure un adhesion complète du pieu aux parois de forage. 
Le diamètre de la gaine est fonction de celui du forage. 

LE COULIS

Le coulis utilisé est le coulis d’ancrage CA. M-TECH

      Fig. B                                                                                Fig. C                                                       

THE SLEEVE

It is made out of a fabric , wrapping the whole pile ,
the expanded diameter of which varies  from 200 mm to 300 mm 
(diameter of the borehole) for the body and is 500 mm at the base 
to allow expansion to 1000 mm after injection of the bulb. 
The specifications of the wire and the density of the mesh secure 
the containment of the injected grout within the sleeve. 

Due to the expansion of the sleeve , 
the quality of the friction between the pile and the earth will be optimal. 

THE GROUT

The used grout is CA M-TECH 

The PCCH has a few advantages on other more traditional 
systems thanks to its components and the ease to install 

The combination of its components gives the PCCH:

- a reliability as far as its final dimensions and 
  the quantity of injected grout are concerned,
- properties that enable work in all type of soils 
  (polluted , in contact with sea water or saturated 
  with ground water…),
- a high bearing capacity and resistance to bending 
  thanks to its bulb which provides also a resistance 
  to pulling forces .

The installation process allows:

- the use of equipment suitable for sites where access is difficult,
- a good control of the injection which will help detecting defects,
- a good friction between ground and pile body thanks to 
  the injection pressure  , 
  in addition the soil will be compacted around the bulb,
- the transfer of charges from the construction to the new 
  foundation elements does not involve new structures 
  because of the bonding properties of the grout 
  and a possible combinations with M-Tech anchors.

A consequence to these advantages is the price of this underpinning system .  


